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Speaker

–Similar to a narrator of a story. The 
“voice” that “talks” to the reader

–NOT the same as the poet/author!



Line/Stanza

• LINE: a word or row of words that may or may 

not form a complete sentence

• STANZA: a group of lines forming a unit (similar 

to a paragraph)



Line/Stanza
You remember, we were sittin' there, by the water
You put your arm around me for the first time
You made a rebel of a careless man's careful daughter
You are the best thing that's ever been mine

Do you remember all the city lights 
on the water?
You saw me start to believe for the 
first time
You made a rebel of a careless 
man's careful daughter
You are the best thing that's ever 
been mine

THIS is a
_______

LINE

STANZA



Rhyme Scheme 
• the pattern of the end rhymes. Usually 

designated by assigning a different letter of 
the alphabet to each  new rhyme

Nothing Gold Can Stay by Robert Frost

• Nature's first green is gold, A
Her hardest hue to hold. A
Her early leaf's a flower; B
But only so an hour. B
Then leaf subsides to leaf. C
So Eden sank to grief, C
So dawn goes down to day. D
Nothing gold can stay. D



Onomatopoeia

• Words that indicate sound

• “I got that Boom Boom POW!”—Black Eyed Peas

• Boom and Pow are 

sound words



Alliteration

• The repeating of consonant sounds in two or more words 
in a line, sentence, stanza, etc…

• “Let that stage light go and shine on down.  I got that Bob 
Barker suit game and plinko in my style.”—Macklemore

• Let and light

• Bob and Barker



Hyperbole

• An over exaggeration of an event, feeling, situation, etc… 

• “Her eyes, her eyes, make the stars look like they’re 
not shining.”—Bruno Mars

• Are her eyes really

brighter than stars?



Repetition

• The repeating of words, phrases, or ideas in a text.
• Can also be the repeating of a structure such as the 

repeating of questions. (Why am I here? What’s 
going on? Who are you?)

• “Your mind is in disturbia. It's like the darkness 
is the light. Disturbia. Am I scaring you tonight? 
Disturbia. Ain't used to what you like.
Disturbia Disturbia…”—Rihanna 

• Disturbia is repeated



Idiom

• A word or phrase that has a meaning beyond the literal 
meaning.

• “Can’t read my, can’t read my, no you can’t read my poker 
face.”—Lady Gaga

• Poker face is an 

idiom used to mean

you have no expression

or a straight face.
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TP-CASTT is an ACRONYM for…

Title

Paraphrase

Connotation

Attitude

Shift

Title

Theme
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FIRST, LET’S REVIEW SOME VOCABULARY:

• literal = means “exact” or “not exaggerated”. Literal language is 
language that means exactly what is said. Most of the time, we use 
literal language.

• figurative = the opposite of literal language. Figurative language is 
language that means more than what it says on the surface. Often 
used by poets and other writers.
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REVIEW VOCABULARY, CONTINUED:

• denotation = the dictionary definition of a word or 
phrase

• connotation = a meaning suggested by a word or 
phrase, in addition to its exact (denotative) meaning; 
can be the emotional feelings associated with the 
word

Think of the denotative and connotative meanings of 
words such as home, mother, love, peace, friend, etc.
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“Introduction to Poetry”
by 

Billy Collins 



Title

Before you even read the poem, 
what do you think the poem will be 

about by only reading the title?  
(Guesses are okay here… that’s 
what you are supposed to do)  





Paraphrase

Take a few minutes and put the lines 
of this poem into your own words.  
(It’s okay to be “wrong”; just try 

your best by writing down what you 
“think” he meant to write in your 

own words.    





Connotation 

Remember what “connotation” 
means from the notes you took last 

week.  What is the “deeper” 
meaning?  Take your paraphrased 

version and make “guesses”.  What 
was the author “really” trying to 

say?  





Attitude (TONE -- Author’s Feelings) 

Now that you have analyzed this 
poem, what do you think Collins’ 

tone is towards students beginning 
to learn how to “read” poetry?  

Why? 





Shifts (Change in Tone)  

Look for words or phrases that 
signify “changes” in the tone of the 

poem:

but, however, although, besides, or, 
on the other hand, in contrast, while, 

still, etc. – you get the drift)  





Title (Yes, Again…)   

Now that you have read and 
analyzed the poem, take a minute to 
look back at the title.  Is your initial 
belief about the meaning of it the 
same?  Is it different?  Why?  What 
made you change your mind (if it’s 

different) 





Theme 

What do you think the author’s 
message was to his readers?  What 

was his purpose in writing this 
poem?  How did you come to this 

conclusion?  


